
Radioaktif were founded in Bandung, West Java, Indonesia. The most creative city in
Indonesia. There were a lot of numbers of good bands were born from this city.

Strong and rich genres are still coming up from Bandung. Also, because of the nice
weather of Bandung supports artists to be more creative. Radioaktif were founded by

Tomy BudiS, Azhari Mukti, and Rully Pulul in 2014. Having sounds like in 90’s era,
alternative, rock, and grunge, Radioaktif have been working for a couple of months in
the studio, wrote songs to be recorded in the middle of 2014. On purpose to release

Radioaktif’s first EP album, under a local indie label supports; Reach and Rich
Records. Unfortunately, while in the process of preparing the EP, Rully Pulul had to

leave to Netherlands to continue his study. Between that time periods, Radioaktif had
to find a new guy to replace Rully’s position. Afterwards, Tomy changed his mind

because he did not feel satisfy with the records. Then, a transition happened in the
band and changed the plan instead of releasing the EP, Radioaktif decided to record

some more new songs and make it to be an LP album. 

In the late of 2014, Radioaktif with a new form; Tomy BudiS (vocals, guitars), Azhari
Mukti (drums), Reza Prihade (guitars), Ryan Arman (guitars), joined worldwide event

of Guinness beer; Guinness Amplify. Radioaktif had been chosen from more than
two hundred bands, Radioaktif went to final round which were only four bands were

selected. This event also collaborated with a biggest record label in Indonesia;
Musica Studio, Rolling Stone Magazine Indonesia, Believe Digital (digital music store



company based in UK), and five times Grammy Awards Winner; Steve Lillywhite.
Radioaktif had been mentored about music industry in Indonesia & worldwide.

Afterwards, Radioaktif worked on the records and finished in the middle of 2015. 

With 12 songs in the LP, currently Radioaktif is working on their work plans and
doing their strategy to release the upcoming album. The record sounds very tight

with a style of 90’s music era. The album recorded at Red Studio with very long shifts
and good preparations with good engineers who have good competency in recording

studio. The album has a different sound with other bands you know. With three
different guitars styles in the band produced a very wide and rock sound. Taking

warmth world current issues on the lyrics, and self-experiences, Radioaktif are heard
very strong with their style of lyrics.

Facebook.com/radioaktiff

Soundcloud.com/radioaktif

Instagram.com/_radioaktif

Twitter.com/_radioaktif
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